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 Abstract — Deep Learning approaches have been 

widely known to perform better than statistical ap-

proaches. This is the first effort to investigate Recurrent 

Neural Network-based modeling for Punjabi speech 

corpus. We propose the Lattice Rescoring based 

RNNLM approach using the Kaldi toolkit. Experiments 

on single sentences showed that the Neural network-

based approach performs better than n-gram based 

modeling approaches. A performance improvement of 7-

9% on word error rate (WER) was observed on top of 

the state-of-the-art Punjabi speech recognition system. 

 
Index Terms — automatic speech recognition, recurrent 

neural network language modeling, lattice rescoring, Punjabi 

ASR 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Punjabi is a popular and widely spoken language 

worldwide. But in the speech recognition system, Punja-

bi fails to compete with other languages due to the lack 

of research in the Punjabi language for ASR. Language 

modeling has been a critical aspect of Automatic Speech 

Recognition (ASR). With the advancements in computa-

tional power, neural network approaches had grown by 

leaps and bounds, and so does the experiments with 

those approaches in the field of ASR. Over the times, 

the traditional n-gram approaches had been used for 

language modeling, but with RNNLM coming into the 

picture, the ASR system's performance had been quite 

impressive. RNNLM is known to have a history vector 

associated with it, which helps keep track of the previ-

ous state of the sentence. 

The language model is a probability distribution that 

tries to learn the context between different words and 

phrases. While dealing with words, data variability is an 

issue with building language models. Traditionally, it is 

believed that the probability of a current word depends 

on previous n-words. That is known as the n-gram lan-

guage model. But in order to learn the distribution and 

context between words and generalizing the relationship 

better between words, deep learning-based approaches 

had been proven to be a handful. So, RNN while  

 

Trying to predict the probability keeps in mind the histo-

ry vector, which means it has the previous context and 

relationships and thus generalizes better. 

Statistical modeling fails to generalize well, and it 

has often been seen with computer vision as well as 

speech in various languages that deep learning-based 

models tend to perform well compared to statistical 

models. This urges to conduct experiments with RNN 

based language models for the Punjabi language.  With 

the increasing amount of data, deep learning models 

tend to benefit from those data. But simple deep neural 

networks are unable to keep track of the history; rather, 

they focused on the current word of the sentence. 

Hence RNNLM, which has a history vector, tends to 

perform better than DNN and n-gram modeling ap-

proaches.  

 Researches have been going on for the Punjabi lan-

guage ASR with the experiments being conducted with 

deep learning methods. Researchers have been trying to 

improve lattice rescoring methods. In [3], RBM based 

unsupervised learning with the DNN-HMM system has 

been explored, and results have been compared to 

GMM-HMM modeling. 

In [6], authors investigated the potential of context-

dependent DNN-HMM with a huge amount of dataset 

by applying feature transforms for VTLN, fMLLR ap-

plied to CD-DNN-HMM setup. Results showed that 

there was again using fMLLR based transforms. In 

[11], for Punjabi language DNN-HMM system has 

been evaluated with different monophone and triphone 

training. Alongside MFCC and GFCC, features have 

been used, which results in improvement for the per-

formance. In [2], RNNLM had been used. DNN adap-

tation models for RNNLM have been used, which has 

resulted in WER improvements. In [14], researchers 

have concluded that deeper structures can result in im-

provement for the network. In [7], the authors explored 

the recent advances in language modeling using 

RNN’s. Alongside a study has been performed on Con-

volutional neural networks (CNN’s) and Long-short 

term memory (LSTM’s) over a sufficiently larger da-
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taset. In [4], RNNLM is being trained on a larger da-

taset, which concludes the improvements with increas-

ing data for this approach. RNNLM tends to outper-

form n-gram language modeling with an increased 

amount of data. 

In [5], the Lattice generation method is being used for 

on-the-fly lattice rescoring for real-time ASR system 

that gives a lot of intuition about how crucial is lattice 

rescoring while processing audio in real-time.  The dif-

ferent systems used gave accuracy improvement for on-

the-fly rescoring without adding too much latency, 

which is crucial while performing real-time decoding of 

input audio. 

    In the remainder of this paper, key ideas behind the 

Punjabi language are introduced. In Section 2, the basics 

of Recurrent Neural Networks are being described, fol-

lowed by exploring lattice rescoring (Section 3). Con-

cluding with the experimental setup in Section 4 and 

experimental results in Section 5, discussion on future 

work is being carried out in Section 6. 

In our work, we focused on generating a lattice 

rescoring based approach for RNNLM, which helps in 

generating the lattice that can keep track of history vec-

tor, which is believed to give better results for ASR hav-

ing word error rate as a metric for measuring the per-

formance of the ASR system. The language models have 

been evaluated with different acoustic modeling ap-

proaches discussed in later sections, with the input sig-

nal being converted into MFCC features. For training 

and evaluation of this approach for Punjabi corpora, an 

open-source automatic speech recognition toolkit Kaldi 

has been used. Using Kaldi and Tensorflow, the 

RNNLM based approach is implemented and evaluated. 

Also, the proposed approach is being compared with an 

n-gram modeling approach. 

II. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK MODEL 

RNN remembers the past, and its predictions and out-

comes are based on the things it had learned from the 

past. Whereas the feed-forward network remembers only 

the things it learned during training, but the recurrent 

neural network remembers the information gathered 

from prior inputs. That’s why they have been proven to 

perform better in the case of sequence learnings where 

posterior output is based on the current input as well as 

the prior input. 

Every layer in a deeper MLP has its own weights. So, 

there is no correlation between weights learned in an 

earlier layer. So RNN, in such a case, proves to be a 

handful where context mapping and learning is required. 

RNN can produce one or more outputs determined not 

only by the weights applied but also by the hidden state 

vector that represents context based on the previous in-

puts/outputs. So, courtesy of this context-based learning, 

the same sequence can have different predictions de-

pending upon the prior inputs in the sequence of inputs. 

In Figure 1., the Sequence of inputs In = {I1 , I2, , I3 , 

…. , In} is fed as input to the network having input 

weight matrix as Wn = {W1 , W2, , W3 , …. , Wn} along 

with hidden state Hn = {H1 , H2, , H3 , …. , Hn}  . There 

can be any number of hidden layers having hidden 

units used for context mapping and history learning, 

which help in outputting the sequence using weights 

associated with hidden layers as On = {O1, O2, O3, …., 

On}. The history vector is carried along with the hidden 

units, which is the reason for the better performance of 

RNN over other DNN based networks for tasks like 

language modeling. Those hidden nodes preserve the 

sequential information in the case of recurrent networks 

and cascade forward to affect the processing of each 

new example. This information is used to perform tasks 

that the feed-forward networks can’t. 

The number of hidden layers in a network is a hyper-

parameter that needs to be tuned according to the be-

havior of the network with the provided dataset. Exper-

iments can be conducted to find the optimum number 

of hidden layers and hidden units. In the past, it has 

been observed that a smaller number of layers can per-

form better than a larger number of layers on a small 

dataset. But having large variability in data, the model 

might need to be bigger to learn complex features.  

 
 

Figure 1: Simple RNN model architecture with input, 

hidden, and output layer. 

 

For calculating the current state, the following formu-

la is used: - 

 hₜ =
f (hₜ₋₁ , xₜ )                                                    (1) 

where ht represents the current state of being calculat-

ed using previous state ht-1 and input xt . 

After getting the state, activation needs to be applied 

using the formula: -  

hₜ =
ReLU(Wₜₜ hₜ₋₁ +  Wₓₜ Xₜ )                      
(2) 

where ReLU is the activation function used with Whh 
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being the weight of recurrent neuron and Wxh weight 

at input neurons.  

The activation function plays a key role in making 

sense of complicated and non-linear complexities in the 

data and decides whether a neuron should be activated 

or not. They introduce non-linearities in the network. 

After passing through the activation layer, the signal 

becomes ready to be fed into the next layer. Experiments 

had been concluded in order to find a suitable activation 

function, which is described in detail in Section 5. 

III. LATTICE RESCORING 

A Lattice is interpreted as a weighted, labeled, and di-

rected acyclic graph generated using single knowledge 

sources. Lattices have a path for every word from the 

vocabulary in the hypothesis within the limits of the 

search beam. Lattice rescoring involves two kinds of 

floating points, one being the graph cost and the other 

being the acoustic cost. To do achieve things like lattice 

rescoring, primarily, the old LM cost is subtracted, and 

then the new LM cost is added. In other words, Lattice 

rescoring refers to the second pass of speech decoding, 

which is done with lattices generated in the first pass 

using high-level knowledge resources such as the n-

gram language model and, in our case, RNN based lan-

guage models. There is a tradeoff between accuracy and 

speed when choosing between the n-gram language 

model and RNNLM based language model. Lattice 

rescoring using RNNLM tends to be more accurate, so 

we had decided to go with accuracy over speed. So, as a 

result of modeling using RNNLM, a sequence can have 

different paths and, as a result, different outputs due to 

the history vector and prior input sequences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Block Diagram indicating the system that is being used for training the ASR. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A.  Dataset Collection and Distribution 

    The Proposed system has been trained and evaluat-

ed with different combinations of acoustic and language 

modeling setups using extracted feature vectors. The 

dataset consists of recordings from various female and 

male speakers from different regions of Punjab. The 

dataset involves both good and bad recording samples. 

Bad recording example means noisy data, which helps 

the system learn the kind of data that it might receive 

during real-time testing and on-the-fly predicting tran-

scription for an utterance. The average sentence length 

is around 10 words. For recording purposes, Dicta-

phone had been used. The dataset has been divided into 

two parts, namely training and validation. Training con-

sists of 85% of data, while the rest 15% had been used 

for validation. Word Error Rate % (WER) has been 

used as a metric to evaluate the performance alongside 

perplexity, which helps to determine to what extent 

RNNLM has learned the context mapping for distribu-

tions of the dataset. 

B.  System Overview 

The shape of the vocal tract determines the sound 

produced by humans. If this shape can be determined 

accurately, the sound produced can be determined cor-
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rectly. So, Mel Frequency cepstral coefficients 

(MFCC) helps to determine the envelope of the time 

power spectrum of the speech signal. Due to this be-

havior of MFCC features, this technique is being used 

to extract a feature vector for creating an ASR system. 

These MFCC features act as input to the model. The 

entire system in Figure 2 uses these feature vectors 

using monophone training (M1), triphone training us-

ing Delta and Delta+Delta (Tri1), triphone with LDA + 

MLLT (Tri2), and triphone with FMLLLR + SAT 

(Tri3) with classifiers being GMM+HMM and 

DNN+HMM. 
 

 Initially, monophone training is done, and lattices are 

stored. Then those lattices are fed as input for triphone 

training using Delta and Delta+Delta, and then lattices 

outputted from these are saved to the disk and then used 

at the next step. This goes on until the last step [11].  

Vocabulary is being fed into the classifier, which con-

sists of all the unique words found in the training tran-

scription. Language modeling is being done via RNN 

model training. Alongside 3-gram and 4-gram language 

modeling is also done to see what kind of improvements 

is shown by the recurrent network over the traditional n-

gram language model. The Learning rate decay has been 

used to ensure the step that has been taken during gradi-

ent descent is controlled. If we set the learning rate too 

small, then the network might not learn, and if set too 

large, we may overshoot the area of low loss or start 

overfitting. So, considering this importance of learning 

rate, for RNNLM to not overfit the data as well as learn 

the complex mapping learning rate, decay is essential.  

C.  System overview for DNN-HMM model 

Deep neural network (DNN) is known for its learning 

ability and generalizing ability for the provided input 

features, and HMM is known for its sequential model-

ing. But DNN alone won’t be helpful as it would take 

only fixed-size input. So, for this case, HMM comes into 

practice, which helps in taking dynamic input, and DNN 

helps in learning complex things. The generated lattices 

from other triphone techniques had been used with the 

DNN-HMM classifier. Experimental parameters for the 

system were: -  

Hyper-parameter Value 

Learning rate 0.005 

Number of hidden layers 3 

Number of hidden units 512 

Mini batch size 128 

 

Table 1: Value of hyper-parameters used for the 

DNN-HMM classifier. 

So, the hyper-parameter needs tuning. The learning 

rate had been varied from 0.5 to 0.00001, but 0.005 had 

been found optimum. The number of hidden layers was 

varied from 3-5 but have not found much difference in 

the performance of the model. This has been kept to 3 

alongside other parameters that hadn't been tinkered 

much for this classifier. So other parameters had been 

kept to their default values. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A.  Effect of various activation functions 

The Hyperbolic tangent (tanh) and the ReLU activa-

tion function had been known to perform well with 

deep learning approaches. 

The tanh activation function is: - 

 

     f(x) = 
2

(1 + ⅇ−2x )
− 1 

 

 and the ReLU activation function looks like: - 

 

 𝑓(𝑥) = {
 0, 𝑥 < 0
𝑥, 𝑥 ≥ 0

 

 

These two activation functions have been varied with 

the RNNLM setup first up to find optimal activation 

function. Perplexity has been used to see how well the 

model learns and how the loss converges. 
 

Activation func-

tion 

Train 

Perplexity 

Valid 

Perplexity 

Tanh 82.7 85.1 

ReLU 66.3 68.4 

 

Table 2: Values of Perplexity for various activation 

functions tested. 

    After trying various activation functions, the non-

linearity function ReLU proves to perform well with 

the RNNLM setup as expected from theoretical 

knowledge. Using ReLU as an activation function, per-

plexity seems to converge well.  For carrying out this 

experiment, the number of hidden layers for RNNLM 

has been kept to 2 with a mini-batch size being 64. The 

experiments and tuning of hyper-parameters being 

quite necessary to have a robust model that would give 

better results and performance than the baseline model. 

This setup is done just to find the optimal activation 

function, whereas other hyper-parameters have been 

optimized later on, while some have been determined 

using heuristics or empirically been set to a particular 

value. 

B.  Effect of the number of hidden layers 

While finding the optimal activation function, an in-

tuition is made that the model might not be generaliz-
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ing well, which was clear from the high perplexity val-

ues, i.e., the number of hidden layers being 2 might not 

be sufficient for the model to learn complex features. 

So, the number of hidden layers needs to be tuned.  

There has been a tradeoff between time and accuracy 

with the increasing number of hidden layers. Increasing 

the number of hidden layers will increase the number of 

trainable parameters for the model. As a result, the 

model will take a longer time to train. 

      Figure 3. indicates the variation of training per-

plexity with the number of hidden layers being 2, 3, and 

4. Initially, it has been observed that the number of hid-

den layers for the initial epoch the perplexity is high, but 

as the training progress, the model tends to show the 

behavior as expected. Perplexity values tend to decrease 

with the increasing number of epochs. The decrease in 

perplexity being sharper for a higher number of hidden 

layers, i.e., perplexity decreases more in case of hidden 

layer 4 as compared to that in hidden layer 3, which 

means data is being fitted properly. The values for the 

validation perplexity had shown nearly the same behav-

ior, as shown by training perplexity. Validation perplexi-

ty decreases as well with an increased number of epochs, 

which means training is going well and models in learn-

ing patterns from data instead of learning the data. 

Hence the number of hidden layers for RNNLM being 4 

had shown good behavior with respect to training and 

validation perplexity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Variation of Training Perplexity with var-

ying number of hidden layers plotted alongside the 

number of epochs for which the model is being 

trained. 

C.  RNNLM setup parameters 

There is no definite rule of thumb on how many num-

bers of layers would be there in the network, what 

should be the number of neurons in the hidden layer etc. 

Very often, a trial and error approach will give the re-

sults regarding such kind of hyper-parameters. After 

performing all the experiments on the hyper-parameters 

for RNNLM, optimal parameters had been found. The 

model tends to do well with the following set of parame-

ters: -    

 

Hyper-parameter Value 

Learning rate 0.7 

Number of hidden layers 4 

Number of hidden units 256 

Mini batch size 64 

 

Table 3: Value of hyper-parameters used for 

RNNLM setup. 

The learning rate and the number of hidden units are 

not being tinkered much with the focus being on tuning 

the number of hidden layers to be used and finding the 

activation function for the current RNNLM setup. 

Learning rate decay has been used for the gradient to 

descent to the optimal value. So, after every epoch, the 

learning rate is being decayed, and for this purpose, 

only the learning rate has been sat up to a higher value 

initially. 

D.  Comparison with baseline modeling techniques 

The input audio signal is being converted to feature 

vector and then used for different approaches for lan-

guage modeling and acoustic modeling. To enhance the 

performance of ASR, lattice rescoring at various levels 

of acoustic modeling is being done. 3-gram and 4-gram 

language modeling is being evaluated along with RNN 

based language modeling, which is depicted in Table 4. 

 

System 

Type 

Language Modelling 

3-gram 4-gram RNNLM 

Tri1 36.76 36.39 34.51 

Tri2 35.29 34.28 32.85 

Tri3 32.03 31.64 28.32 

DNN-

HMM 

29.93 27.83 24.76 

 

Table 4: WER in % for various language model-

ing techniques being evaluated. 

 

For all the systems evaluated, WER% decreases 

while going from 3-gram language modeling to 

RNNLM. But the results have been quite better when 

the model is being evaluated with DNN-HMM setup 

for Punjabi corpus.  This shows adaptive learning by 

the deep learning-based language models as compared 

to the statistical models of Punjabi language. The recur-

rent neural network-based language model outper-
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formed the baseline n-gram language model, as depict-

ed by the evaluation metric. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Conducting experiments with different acoustic mod-

eling with different language modeling approaches 

helped in finding a good language model. This also 

made clear that theoretically, it is known that deep learn-

ing-based language model generalizes well, which was 

clear from the results using RNN based language model-

ing. The approach yielded an improvement of 7-9% with 

the DNN-HMM system and RNN based language mod-

eling for Punjabi corpora.  

 Further work can be extending our network used and 

also exploring other approaches like long-short term 

memory (LSTM), which is known to perform better than 

RNNLM. Having a good response to RNNLM experi-

ments can be conducted with similar approaches to en-

hance the performance of a speech recognition system. 

Also, in order to have a more robust system, different 

kinds of data need to be added, like dialectal data, noisy 

data, etc. As collecting data is quite labor-intensive and 

deep learning techniques require a large amount of data, 

so data perturbation techniques can be explored, keeping 

in mind the future agenda. 
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